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FORMATION OF AURORAL ARCS VIA
MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE COUPLING

L. R. Lyons
Space and Environment Technology Center
The Aerospace Corporation
Los Angeles, California

Abstract. Brilliant displays of fight are visible within a Earth and powers a wide range of electrodynamical
po!r band of latitudes that surround each of the Earth's phenomena that include the aurora. The aurora itself results
geomagnetic poles. These emissions are known as the from electrons that first are energized at very high altitudes
aurora, and they are a dramatic consequence of the by the solar wind-Earth interactions and then travel down
electromagnetic interaction between the Sun and the Earth. magnetic field lines until they hit the atmosphere. In this
Energy is carried from the Sun by the plasma of the solar tutorial I discuss the basic physical processes that lead to
wind. This plasma impinges upon the magnetic field of the the energization of these electrons and thus to the aurora.

1. INTRODUCTION strength of this interplanetary field is about 5-10 nT.
An electric field E is also associated with the solar

A region of visible aurora generally encircles each of the wind and is given by E =-Vsw - B in the frame of
Earth's polar caps [Feldstein, 1963; Akasofu, 1977]. These reference of the Earth, where B is the magnetic field.
regions occur within the auroral zones, and they are (See Hlolzer [1979] for a review of the physics of the
typically a few degrees in latitude wide and lie between solar wind.)
about 650 and 750 geomagnetic latitude. (Coordinates Solar energy and plasma are transferred to the Earth's
based on the geomagnetic field, rather than geographic environment by interactions of the solar wind with the
coordinates, are generally used in magnetospheric and geomagnetic field. These interactions occur kinetically via
ionospheric physics.) While the auroral zones were the energy of the solar wind particles and electrodynami-
initially identified from ground observations, aurora cally via the interplanetary magnetic and electric fields.
encircling the Earth within the auroral zones have now Electrodynamic interactions cause the interplanetary
been dramatically seen in images from space. (See, for electric field to extend onto the geomagnetic field. This
example, Anger et al. (1987] and subsequent papers in the electric field is transmitted along geomagnetic field lines to
same issue of Geophysical Research Letters, as well as the ionosphere, which is highly conducting at altitudes
Frank and Craven [1988].) The visible light of the aurora between -120 and 150 km. The combination of electric

is emitted from altitudes between about 100 and 200 km field and high-conductivity causes significant currents to
and is a result of energetic particles impinging on the flow in the ionosphere. Because the conductivity is
atmosphere from above. (Optical emissions from auroras governed by collisions between charged ionospheric
are reviewed by Vallance Jones [1974].) In this tutorial I particles and neutral atmospheric particles, the ionospheric
describe the basic physical processes that lead to* the currents are affected by properties and motion of the
formation of auroral arcs, which are the most dramatic neutral atmosphere.
features of the auroral zones. These ionospheric currents are most intense in the

The Earth and its magnetic field are immersed in a auroral zones, and they lead to the formation of auroral
plasma consisting of ions and electrons that flows outward arcs. Here I first describe the geomagnetic interactions
from the Sun. This flowing plasma, called the solar wind, with the solar wind that lead to the large-scale electric field
reaches the orbit of the Earth with a velocity Vsw that is that maps along geomagnetic field lines to the ionosphere.
typically 300-500 km/s and a density that is typically I then discuss the ionospheric currents driven by this
5-10 x 1d6 m-3. The magnetic field of the Sun is im- electric field, the formation of auroral arcs in association
bedded within the solar wind, and it extends throughout the with these currents, and the effects of neutral winds on
interplanetary medium. At the orbit of the Earth the auroral electrodynamics.
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GLOSSARY Reconnection electric field: Electric field along the
boundary between open and closed geomagnetic field

Anomalous resistivity: Resistivity caused by charged lines.
particle interactions with plasma waves. Solar wind: Plasma that flows outward from the Sun.

Auroral arc. See discrete auroral arc.
Auroral zones: Approximately circular regions a few

degrees wide that surround the geomagnetic poles near 700 2. FORMATION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERIC
geomagnetic latitude where observable auroras are most ELECTRIC FIELD
common.

Convection: Flow of plasma throughout the magneto- The kinetic interaction between the solar wind and the
sphere that is driven by the solar wind. geomagnetic field leads to the formation of a current layer

Diffuse aurora: Aurora formed by the precipitation into that is referred to as the magnetopause. This current shields
the atmosphere of geomagnetically trapped particles that a large portion of the interplanetary magnetic field from
are not accelerated by field-aligned electric fields. Diffuse the region interior to the magnetopause. As a result, the
auroras tend to be broader in latitudinal extend and less magnetopause is a sharp boundary that separates the
spatially structured than discrete auroral arcs. interplanetary medium from a region of space that is

Discrete auroral arc: Aurora formed by the precipita- dominated by the geomagnetic field and is referred to as
tion into the atmosphere of electrons that have been the magnetosphere. The solar wind flow compresses the
accelerated by field-aligned electric fields. Such auroras magnetosphere on the dayside and forms a long mag-
tend to be narrow in latitudinal extend (approximately one netospheric tail on the nightside. An illustration of the
to tens of kilometers), but they can extend large distances magnetopause and of magnetic field lines within, and in
in longitude around the Earth. the vicinity of, the magnetosphere is shown in Figure 1.

Field aligned: Aligned along magnetic field lines. Shielding of the interplanetary magnetic field by the
Geomagnetic latitude: Latitude based on the Earth's magnetopause current is not complete, and a portion of the

magnetic axis rather thian its geographic axis. interplanetary field crosses the magnetopause and connects
Gyroradius: Radius of the circular motion of charged with the geomagnetic field. This connection between

particles about a magnetic field, magnetic fields is illustrated in Figure 1 for the case when
Gyroviscosity: A momentum transfer in a collisionless the interplanetary field is directed southward. (The case of

rlasma that acts like viscosity. It depends upon changes in a southward directed interplanetary field is simplest to
the magnitude of a particle gyroradius over the spatial illustrate; however, similar connection between the fields
scale of the gyroradius and can be expressed in terms of occurs for other orientations as discussed later.) Note that
spatial derivatives of the off-diagonal elements of the the region of connected field maps to the Earth as ap-
pressure tensor. proximately circular regions over each polar cap. Such

Hall current: Component of the ionospheric current in field lines are referred to as open. Magnetic field lines
the direction of B x E. emanating from the Earth at lower latitudes are closed.

Harang discontinuity: A reversal in magnetospheric They cross the equatorial plane and return to the Earth
plasma flow that has the same sense as the duskside without connecting with the interplanetary field. The
convection reversal. In the ionosphere it lies near midnight auroral zones lie in the vicinity of the boundary between
and equatorward of the dawnside convection reversal, open and closed magnetic field lines.

Height-integrated current (conductivity): Current
(conductivity) integrated over the height of the ionosphere. Electric Field Distribution

Ionosphere: Region of enhanced ionization that As illustrated in Figure 1, the solar wind flows across
surrounds the Earth at altitudes between -75 and 1000 km the interplanetary portion of the open polar cap magnetic
altitude. field lines, and the interplanetary electric field is directed

Magnetopause: Current layer that to a large extent normal to these field lines and to the solar wind. The
separates the interplanetary magnetic field from the electric conductivity is high along geomagnetic field lines,
geomagnetic field. so that to a very good approximation they can be ap-

Magnetosphere: Region of space within the mag- proximated as equipotentials. Thus the interplanetary
netopause that is dominated by the geomagnetic field, electric field maps along field lines to the polar caps,

Neutral line:. Magnetic x line along which B = 0. where it is directed in the dawn-to-dusk direction. While
Pedersen current: Component of the ionospheric there are important exceptions to the equipotential

current in the direction of E. assumption, as will be discussed later in connection with
Pitch angle: Angle between a particle's velocity and the the formation of auroral arcs, the assumption is very good

magnetic field, for large-scale electric field mappings such as we are
Precipitation: Loss of magnetospheric particles to the considering here.

atmosphere by collisions at the low-altitude ends of The interplanetary electric field has a value of about 3
magnetic field lines. mV/m, based on Vsw = 400 km/s and B = 8 nT. Also, it is

2
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Figure 1. Illustration of magnetic and electric fields within, and in the vicinity of, the magneto-
sphere. Plasma flows outside (Vsw) and within (V) the mAgnetosphere are indicated.

known from satellite observations that the geomagnetic tail to be adequately solved. However, it is not surprising that
has a roughly circular cross section of diameter -40 Earth the fraction is small, since the energy density of the solar
radii (R). Thus if the entire interplanetary magnetic field flow is about 30 times greater than the energy density of
were to penetrate the magnetopause, there would be a the interplanetary magnetic field (based on protons flowing
potential difference AO across the geomagnetic tail of at400km/s, adensityof8x 10m-3,andB=8x 10-T).
about 800 kV. This potential difference would map along It is also not surprising that some of the interplanetary field
magnetic field lines to the polar cap ionosphere. The does penetrate, since otherwise the magnetopause currents
connection of interplanetary magnetic field lines with polar would need to have the precise distribution required to
cap geomagnetic field lines for this condition is illustrated shield all of the time-variable interplanetary field from the
by the dashed lines in Figure 2. In the figure, field lines magnetosphere.
emanating from the Earth along the dawn-dusk meridian Under the assumption that the solar wind flow does not
are projected onto the dawn-dusk meridian plane, and the penetrate onto closed magnetic field lines the inter-
mapping of the interplanetary electric field to the polar planetary electric field directly maps only to the region of
caps is shown by arrows in the dawn-to-dusk direction, open polar cap magnetic field. The boundary between open

Electric field observations from satellites that cross the and closed field lines thus becomes charged, the charge
polar cap at ionospheric altitudes show that a dawn-to-dusk being negative along the duskside of the boundary and
electric field often exists across the polar cap as expected positive on the dawnside as indicated in Figure 2. This
from the mapping discussed above. Two examples of such charge separation gives rise to an electric field throughout
observations are shown in Figure 3 [from Heppner, 1972]. the closed field line portion of the magnetosphere having a
However, the potential difference across the polar caps (the direction that is also indicated in Figure 2. The electric
region where E. is negative in Figure 3) is about l0 times field on closed field lines near the equatorial plane is in the
less than the 800 kV that would result from a penetration of same direction as it is on open field lines over the poles;
the entire interplanetary magnetic field across the magneto- however, the relation E = -V x B shows that the plasma
pause. This implies that only about 10% of the inter- flow is sunward near the equator, where B is northward,
planetary field crosses the magnetopause [Stern, 1973]. The and antisunward over the poles.
projection of polar cap field lines for this more realistic situ- The electric field and plasma flow in the equatorial
ation is shown by the solid lines in Figure 2. As is illus- plane is illustrated in Figure 4. Note that the charging of
trated, most of the interplanetary magnetic field is diverted the dawnside and duskside of the open-closed field line
around the magnetosphere by the magnetopause currents. boundary requires that there be an electric field along the

Understanding why the fraction of the interplanetary boundary. This electric field is referred to as the reconnec-
field that penetrates is about 10% is a problem that has yet tion electric field. Such an electric field is a consequence

3
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Figure 2. Mapping of magnetic field lines emanating from the magnetopause and that the majority of the interplanetary field is
dawn-dusk meridian of the polar caps to the inteplanetary diverted arotmd the magnetosphere. The magnetospheric electric
medium as projected onto the dawn-dusk meridian plane. Dashed field and charges along the boundary between open and closed
fines illustrate the mapping under the assumption that the entire magnetic field lines are also shown. Ionospheric Pedersen
interplanetary magnetic field penetrates the magnetopause. Solid currents and the field-aligned currents driven by the mag-
lines illustrate the mapping under the more realistic assumption netospheric electric field are indicated by open arrows.
that only about 10% of the interplanetary field penetrates the
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Figure 3. Two typical examples of the electric field observed approximately along the dusk-dawn
meridian from low-altitude passes of a satellite over the polar caps [from Heppner. 1972].
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+ + Figure 4. Illustration of electric
ereow > ( w-L- n field and plasma flow in the equa-

torial plane. Charging of the
B boundary between open and

closed magnetic field lines re-
quires that there be an electric

SV field, referred as the reconnection
electric field, along that boundary.

OPEN-CLOSED FIELD UNE BOUNDARY

of the connection between the interplanetary and boundary extend to the ionosphere, keeping the boundary
geomagnetic fields, and it is associated with the extension field lines as equipotentials, and are indicated in Figure 5.
of the interplanetary electric field into the closed magnetic These charges are critical to the formation of auroral arcs.
field portion of the magnetosphere. The reconnection The overall flow pattern is referred to as magnetospheric
electric field maps along the open-closed field line convection, and the. qualitative pattern shown in Figure 5 is
boundary from the equatorial plane to the ionosphere and the most common pattern observed within the ionosphere.
is directed so as to transfer plasma across the boundary Measurements of the instantaneous electric field distribu-
from closed to open field lines on the dayside and from tion over an entire polar cap are not obtainable with
open to closed field lines on the nightside. This result can presently available instrumentation; however, the distribu-
be seen in Figure 1 by mapping the dawn-to-dusk electric tion has been inferred from observations in a number of
field along the open-closed field line boundary to near the ways. The observations that have been used include the
Earth's surface and applying the relation E = -V x B. alignment of auroral forms and the motion of visual

The electric potentials and plasma flows map to the irregularities along the forms [Davis, 1960, 1962], the
ionosphere as illustrated in Figure 5. This figure shows magnetic effects of the ionospheric currents known as S! (q
electric equipotentials as seen looking down over the for quiet, p for polar) [Nagata and Kokubun, 1962; Nishida
northern polar cap. Plasma flow follows the equipotential et al., 1966], direct satellite measurements of electric fields
contours in the direction given by E = -V x B, being [Cauffman and Gurneut, 1971; Heppner, 1972; Heppner
antisunward over the polar caps and returning toward the and Maynard, 1987; Marklund et al., 1987; Heelis, 1988],
dayside at lower latitudes. The flow crosses the open- and ground-based radar observations of ionospheric
closed field line boundary with a velocity determined by plasma flows [Foster, 1983; de la Beaujardiere et aL,
the reconnection electric field. The charges on the 1985; Foster et al., 1986].

The instantaneous potential distribution over an entire
polar cap has been estimated by Richmond et al. [1988]

12 LT using ground-based measurements of ionospheric plasma
-_flows and currents that cover as much of the polar cap as

- • possible. An example of their distributions is shown in
Figure 6, which can be seen to be qualitatively similar to
that in Figure 5. An electric field reversal extends essen-

/ . tdally around the entire polar cap, with V • E < 0 on the
duskside and V - E > 0 on the dawnside. The duskside

I reversal extends equatorward of the dawnside reversal near
is + 06 midnight. This equatorward extension of the V • E < 0

v / t reversal is referred to as the Harang discontinuity. Bright
+ /auroral arcs are commonly observed in the vicinity of the

duskside reversal and the Harang discontinuity.
\ / Convection over the polar caps does vary from nearly

\ -.-- •antisunward flow in response to changes in the inter-
-' planetary magnetic field direction. Flow patterns are

T-- EOUIPOTENTIALS observed to become curved when the y component of the
24 OPEN-CLOSEO FLDL interplanetary field becomes significant (y lies in the

LINE BOUNDARY ecliptic plane and is directed normal to the Earth-Sun line),
with the sense of the curvature dependent on the sign of By

Figure 5. Mapping of magnetospheric electric potentials and [Svalgaard, 1968, 1973; Mansurov, 1969; Heppner, 1972;
plasma flows to the ionosphere as seen looking down over the Heelis et al., 1983; Heelis, 1984]. When the interplanetary
northern polar cap. field becomes strongly northward (B, > 0), the flow

5
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HARANG 00 Figure 7. Magnetic field lines in the noon-midnight meridian
DISCONTINUrITY plane as obtained from the addition of an interplanetary field with

B. = -10 nT, B, = 0, and B, = l0 nT and the Earth's field as rep-

Figure 6. Estimated electric potential pattern over an entire polar resented by a dipole. Somewhat large magnitudes for B. and B,

cap obtained by Richmond et al. [1988] from ground-based meas- have been used in this figure and in Figure 8 in order to empha-

uremenws of ionospheric electric fields and currents that cover as size the geometry of the connection between the interplanetary

much of the polar cap as possible. Equipotential contours are and geomagnetic fields. The directions of the electric field E. the

dashed where estimated electric field uncertainties exceed 50%. solar wind Vsw, and the polar cap plasma flow V are shown
[from Lyons, 1985].

becomes sunward across the center of the polar cap but
remains antisunward along the dawn and dusk portion of
the polar cap [Maezawa, 1976; Burke et al., 1979; Zanetti 2D = -l
eta l., 1984]. BY = 0

These variations of the polar cap flow patterns can be 8z = 10'
explained by the connection of the interplanetary and v
geomagnetic fields in the manner described above for the 10 V 9 v
case of a purely southward directed field (Stern, 1973; E
Crooker, 1979; Longenecker and Roederer, 1981; Lyons,
1985; Toffeletto and Hill, 1989]. As an illustration, we
briefly consider the case where the interplanetary field has • 0
a strong northward component.

For simplicity we look at the addition of the Earth's
field as represented by a dipole and an interplanetary field
with B = 10 nT and B. = -10 nT. Figure 7 shows field -10

lines in the noon-midnight meridian plane, and Figure 8
shows field lines emanating from the Earth along the 0 V)(
dawn-dusk meridian plane as mapped into tl'&at plane. The V2wE E

interplanetary electric field in this case is directed in the -
dusk-to-dawn direction, which is opposite to its direction
for a southward interplanetary fielu. Along the noon- 20 10 0 -10 -20

midnight meridian, the dusk-to-dawn electric field maps Y (s,)

into the polar cap ionosphere and gives sunward convec-tion (Figure 7). Toward dawn and dusk, on the other hand, Figure 8. Magnetic field lines emanating from the Earth along
the dawn-dusk meridian plane and mapped into that plane as ob-

the magnetic field mapping reverses the direction of t tained from the addition of an interplanetary field with B =
electric field resulting in antisunward convection (Figure -10 nT, B = 0. and B, = 10 nT and the Earth's field as repre-
8). The convection pattern over the entire polar cap that is sented by a dipole. Only field lines near the northern hemisphere
obtained from the superposition of a dipole field and an boundary between open and closed field lines are shown. The di-
interplanetary field with B > 0 is shown in Figure 9 and is rections of the electric field E, the solar wind Vs. and the polar
in qualitative agreement with observations. (The conver- cap plasma flow V are shown [from Lyons, 1985).

6
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. closed magnetic field lines. This would move the reversal
. =-• in the ionospheric flow direction, and the location of

N.0 o maximum charge density, to a position somewhat equator-
3= 12 LT OPEN-CLOSED ward of the open-closed field line boundary. However, it

- - FLDLNE would have little other direct effect on the phenomena
/R I- B UN AR)1 discussed in this paper.

/ JForce Balance Along Magnetic x Line
-80 As shown in Figure 1, the i0undary between open and

so S closed magnetic field lines maps to a magnetic x line at the
- 0 magnetopause. This x line extends around the entire

v V magnetosphere. The reconnection electric field extends

along the open-closed field line boundary so as to be
24 LT directed along the x line. At any position aiong the x line,

-10 B must be either zero or directed along the x line. In either

case it is clear that the relation E = -V x B, which is a
basic assumption of ideal magnetohydrodynamics, cannot
be valid anywhere along the x line where the reconnection

-2- electric field is nonzero. Since this electric field is critical
1 I I to the tansfer of mass and energy to the closed field line

10 0-10 region of the magnetosphere, the physics of the region in
Y'. degees the vicinity of an x line along which lies an electric field

Figure 9. Equipotential contours across open, northern hemi. has become an important problem in magnetospheric
sphere, polar cap field lines as obtained from the addition of an physics.
interplanetary field with B. = -3 nT, B, = 0, and B, = 3 nT and In particular, the question of what forces balance the
the Earth's field as represented by a dipole for a solar wind speed electric force along an x line is often considered. These
of 300 km/s. Arrows on the potential contoars give the direction forces can be evaluated using the generalized Ohm's law,
of plasma convection, and the dashed curve gives the boundary which gives a relation between E and other quantities in a
between open and closed magnetic field lines. Axes are labeled plasma. This equation, which is simply a combination of
in degrees from the magnetic pole; actual distances are ap- the electron and ion momentum equations, can be written
proximately 110 km per degree [from Lyons, 1985). [Rossi and Otbert, 1970]:

gence of the equipotential contours at a point along the E + V x B = (m, /e2n)[aJlat + V • (JV - VJ)
open-closed field line boundary is an artifact of the
magnetic field model and the assumption that all field lines + (aJ1at)l.]u I + (l/en)[JxB - V • P,] (1)

are equipotentials, even where B is very weak. In reality,
the potential contours will not converge to a point and will Here e is the electronic charge, me is the electron mass, n is
most likely cross the open-closed field line boundary.) the electron density, J is the current density, PF is the

The interesting variation of the polar cap convective electron pressure tensor, and (aJI/at)Iu represents the
flow with the direction of the interplanetary field, which is effects of particle collisions.
readily explained by considering the connection between In many space physics applications the terms on the
the geomagnetic and interplanetary fields, lends strong right-hand side of (1) are small compared to V x B and the
support to the contention that magnetospheric convection approximation E + V x B = 0 can bt. applied [Siscoe,
is driven primarily by solar wind flow across open polar 1983]. However, this approximation precludes the exis-
cap field lines. For all orientations of the field this tence of an electric field along a magnetic x line. In tradi-
interaction leads to significant charges along the boundary tional reconnection theory the terms on the right-hand side
between open and closed field lines, where V - E # 0, as is of (1) are still neglected, but a term 11J is included, so that
shown in Figures 5 and 6. These charges are important for
understanding magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions. E + V x B = 11J

The foregoing discussion has been under the assumption
that flowing solar wind plasma does not penetrate onto Here 11 represents a resistivity, and the problem becomes
closed magnetic field lines. However, it has been proposed one of understanding the cause of the resistivity. Fcr a
that such penetration of ',e solar wind occurs and can be collisionless plasma, TI is referred to as anomalous
sufficicnt to generate some of the antisunward flow over resistivity, and it is often attributed to wave-particle
the polar caps [e. g., Lemaire, 1977; Heikkila, 1979; interactions.
Lundin, 1987]. If this were the case, then part of the The term 11J works quite well in collisional plasmas
antisunward flow at the sides of the polar cap would be on such as the ionosphere if 11 is replaced by a tensor.

7
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However, it is very difficult to justify the use of such a well away from a neutral line. Thus electrons move with
term in a collisionless plasma. Recently, however, there the electric field drift velocity, but ions are free to move in
has become increased interest in collisionless reconnection, the direction of J. It is this ion motion that forms the
where the iJJ term is not included and the condition E + V magnetopause current layer.
x B = 0 is violated as a result of the finite inertia of The term V x B -- 0 at a neutral line. Howeve-, the
individual particles (e.g., Speiser, 1970; Coroniti, 1985; spatial variation of the electron gyroradius becomes sig-
Burkhart et al., 1990]. These inertial effects are included in nificant as B -- ) 0 so that (V . P),y becomes significant and
the terms on the right-hand side of (1). Thus it is useful to
look at the magnitude of these terms. We do this by first enE = = -(aPy lax) - (aPy,/az), (2)
evaluating the magnitudes at the center of the mag-
netopause current layer. Then, for simplicity, we assume in the vicinity of a neutral line.
that the magnetic x line is a neutral line and examine the Equation (2) was derived by Vasyliunas (1975] and
terms as B - 0. shows that the divergence of the electron pressure tensor

We takc an electron thermal energy of 100 eV, so that must provide the force needed to balance the electric force
P = nkT, - en(l00 eV), a component of B normal to the along a neutral line in a collisionless plasma. In particular,
current layer B. = 0.8 x 10- T, and a density n = 106 M- 3. it is the spatial variation of the off-diagonal elements of the
Letting there be a scale length L = 2 x 106 m for changes pressure tensor that are critical for the force balance
along the direction normal to the current layer, and a [Vasyliunas, 1975; Sonnerup, 1979). The gradient of these
change in the magnetic field across the current layer given off-diagonal elements represents a transfer of y momentum
by AB = 4 x 10-1 T, we obtain J = AB/(p.) = 1.6 x 10 in the x and z directions that results from spatial gradients
Alm2. We also take V = 3 x 10r m/s and a time scale for of the electron gyroradius. This momentum transfer has
current changes of At = 600 s. To be significant, a term on been referred to as gyroviscosity by Sonnerup [19881.
the right-hand side of (1) needs to have a magnitude Dungey [1988] evaluated electron motion in the vicinity
comparable to that ui the electric field. As an estimate for of a neutral line and proposed that the electron gyrovis-
E, we assume that a 60-kV potential difference is distrib- cosity could be sufficient to balance the electric force
uted along a magnetopause path length of 60 R,. We along a neutral line when magnetic field gradients are
assume uniformity along the direction of the current and large. On the basis of this suggestion, Lyons and
that E is parallel to J. Pridmore-Brown [1990] evaluated the forces near a neutral

With the above parameters, we have line using a simplified model. Their results imply that
gyroviscosity can in general balance the electric force at a

E - 1.6 x l0"4 Vim neutral line in a collisionless plasma, independent of the
plasma particle and field parameters. Thus only phenom-

(mMl/e2 n)[ Jat]- (m,/e 2 n)JIAt = 9.7 x 10-10 (E ena that are included in the collisionless generalized
Ohm's law are required for there to be a finite reconnection

(M. /e2 n)JV . JVI - (m./e2 n)IV. VJ_ - (m,/e2n)VJ/L electric field in a collisionless plasma. Additional

= 8.5 X 10' ýx E processes, such as anomalous resistivity, are not necessary.

(l/en)lJ x BI - (I/en)JB. = 8.0 x 10-1 - E 3. IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS AND THE
FORMATION OF AURORAL ARCS

(M/en) V - P - (1/en)PJL = 5.0 x 0-5 - E
Ionospheric Current-Electric Field Relations

Thus the aJ/ta, JV, and VJ terms can be neglected in the The magnetospheric convection electric field affects the
generalized Ohm's law. However, the J x B and V - P, motion of charged particles in the ionosphere. However, in
terms are not negligible, the ionosphere the frequency of collisions between charged

Taking E to be in the y direction, we have that the particles and neutrals becomes comparable to the charged
component of V * P in the direction of E particle gyrofrequtncy (the frequency of circular motion in

the plane normal to the magnetic field). The collisions
(V . Pe), = (aP•,/ax) + (aPo/Iaz), interrupt the particle drift in the direction normal to E and

cause a differential motion between electrons and ions. As
which depends on the changes in the magnitude of the a result, currents flow in the ionosphere in the plane
electron gyroradius over the spatial scale of the gyroradius. normal to B. It is often convenient to divide this current
Well away from a neutral line, these gradients are small. into two components, the Pedersen current JP = ,p E in the
Using the definitions, V = (mV( + + in), 3 = direction of E and the Hall current J. o= E in the
ne(V, - V,), and taking mmn 1 (where subscript "i" direction of B x E. The constants cy and an are known as
refers to ions), we are left with the Pedersen and Hall conductivities, respectively. They

depend on the ionospheric collision frequencies as
E = -V x B + (l/en)(J x B) = -V, x B. discussed by Rishbeth and Garriott [1969].

8
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It is convenient to treat the ionosphere as a conducting illustrated in Figure 2. Discrete aurora are intense along the
shell and to thus integrate the ionospheric currents and duskside convection reversal where J, is upward.
conductivities over the height z of the ionosphere. Doing
this allows us to define height-integrated quantities I =JJ Association Between Discrete Auroral Arcs and Field-
dz and " = Jo dz such that Aligned Electric Fields

Upward field-aligned currents can be carried by
Ip= -E electrons moving from the magnetosphere to the iono-

sphere, and it has been determined from rocket measure-

IH =-HE x BIB ments over auroras [Mdlwain. 1960; Davis et at., 1960;
Evans, 1967, 1968] that visible auroras result from the

Field-aligned currents (currents in the direction of the precipitation of -1-10 keV electrons into the atmosphere.
magnetic field) J, flow from the ionosphere to the Mcllwain concluded from his measurements over a bright
magnetosphere and are critical to the formation of air ;ral arc that the electrons responsible for the arc were distrib-
arcs. Current cortinuity in the ionosphere requires that V • uted over a rather narrow energy range. He referred to the
J = 0, which allows us to relate J,, to the divergence of the energy distribution of these electrons as "monoenergedic"
height-integrated ionospheric current. Assuming the and suggested that the distribution may have been formed
geomagnetic field is vertical in the ionosphere (which is a by electric field acceleration. This monoenergetic
good approximation in polar regions), we can relate J, to precipitation associaied with discrete auroral features was
the horizontal divergence (V.) of the height-integrated found to be considerably different from that which
ionospheric currents: Mcllwain observed within a region of relatively low

intensity diffuse auroral glow. The precipitation over the
J -V.L I = -V. Ip -V.L- IH (3) diffuse aurora was less intense than over the discrete

auroral arcs, and the electrons were distributed over a
Using parameters typical of the auroral ionosphere (E.L - wider range of energies. Such diffuse auroral precipitation
10 mV/m, V.L - E.1 - EtJIO km = 10- V/mH, • - - l. can result from the direct precipitation of geomagnetically
mhos, J - -pEj3 km= 3 x 10°7 A/m2, B = 5 X l0-s T, trapped electrons [see Lyons and Williams, 1984] without
W& - 500 nT/250 s = 2 x 10- T/s) and neglecting spatial additional acceleration. Only the precipitation over the
variations of the conductivities, we have discrete arcs appeared to require acceleration by electric

fields.
V1.t Ip = ,pV.L • E1 - 10-I A/m 2  Later, measurements of the distribution of auroral arc

electrons with pitch angle (angle between a particle's
V1 - 1H = -H [B • V X E1. - E.L • V x B]/B velocity and B) became available from satellites [Hoffman

and Evans, 1968; Holmgren et al., 1970; Paschmann et al..
= 1-1 [B • (aB/at) + g0oE .L J]/B 1972; Mizera et al., 1976] and rockets [O'Brien and

Reasoner, 1971; Whalen and McDiarmid, 1972; Maehlum
- [2 x 10-8 + 8 x 1-100 ] A/m 2 

K V . Ip and Moestue, 1973; Arnoldy et al., 1974; Lundin, 19761.
These observations showed the distribution to occasionally
be peaked in the downward direction along B, while being

This shows that V.L • 1H can be neglected as compared to peaked in energy, and it was suggested that acceleration by
V. • I. in the evaluation of auroral field-aligned currents. electric fields aligned parallel to the auroral magnetic field
Thus (3) can be approximated by lines could account for the observations. Figure 10 shows

an example of the energy spectra within three pitch angle
J, = -V.1 - I, (4) ranges obtained by Arnoldy et al. [1974] over an active

auroral arc. Note the peak in the energy spectrum and the
Equation (4) states that auroral field-aligned currents are field alignment of the electrons at energies near 5 keV.

associated with a divergence of height-integrated Pedersen (Field-aligned pitch angle distributions are not always seen
currents. Generally, electric field changes contribute more over auroral arcs, however. This is because the distribution
to V 1. I-, than do Pedersen conductivity changes, so that can become unstable to the generation of plasma waves.
we expect J, to depend primarily on V • E. In particular, J, The waves perturb the electrons' velocities and drive their
should be upward along the duskside convection reversal pitch angle distribution toward isotropy.)
where V o E < 0, and J, should be downward along the The question of whether or not the electrons over arcs
morningside convection reversal where V * E > 0. These are accelerated by field-aligned electric fields became an
field-aligned currents are commonly observed over the important problem in auroral physics as a result of the
auroral zones from low-altitude satellites [e.g., lijima and electron precipitation measurements. A major difficulty
Potemra, 19761. The regions of V * E * 0 are indicated in with the idea was the existence of large numbers of
Figure 6. The converging Pedersen currents on the electrons precipitating into the atmosphere at energies ,I
duskside and diverging Pedersen currents on the dawnside, keV. Such electrons can be seen in Figure 10 at energies
as well as the associated field-aligned currents, are between 30 and 200 eV. It was argued [Westerlund, 1969;
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FLIGHT 18:109
18 120 -125 sec - 0" - 40"

x 50" - 60"

16 0L
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11 12 Figure 10. An example of the energy

spectra of precipitating electrons obtained
110 wthin three pitch angle ranges from a

caz rocket above an auroral display [from Ar-0 8 noldy el al. 1974].
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O'Brien, 1970] that a field-aligned electric field could not electrons that impinge upon the atmosphere after being
be responsible for the "monoenergetic" electrons at higher accelerated by a field-aligned electric field will create a
energies, since all electrons must be accelerated by the significant flux of low-energy secondary and backscattered
total field-aligned potential difference. Thus there should electrons moving upwards out of the atmosphere. These
not be large numbers of precipitating, low-energy electrons must be reflected back toward the atmosphere if
electrons, the higher-energy electrons are accelerated by a field-

A resolution to this difficulty was suggested by Evans aligned electric field, and Evans suggested that the
[1974]. He noted that a field-aligned electric field that reflected electrons could account for the large number of
accelerates electrons downward toward the atmosphere precipitating, low-energy electrons over arcs.
will also act as a barrier to upgoing electrons. Thus Model energy spectra of precipitating electrons at 0'
upgoing electrons with an energy too low to surmount the and 450, as calculated by Evans [1974], are shown in
total field-aligned potential difference will be reflected to Figure 11. The total assumed field-aligned potential
appear as precipitating electrons. Evans also noted that the difference was 2 kV. The discontinuity in the calculated

_ I00

~PRIMARY,

106

x .

g SECONDARY

10[1 t I I I III I I I I1 I tI 104  
1 1 I 1 1 IIIIIII 1 1 I II

10 100 1000 10000 10 100 1000 10000

ENERGY, OV ENERGY, OV

Figure 11. Model energy spectra of precipitating electrons at (a) timude. The discontinuity in each of the spectra separaees the pri-
0 pitch angle and (b) 45 piwch angle. The electrons were as- maty amoral electrons of magnelospheric origin from the lower
simed to have origunated from an 800-eV plasma of density 1-5 energy backacanered and secondary electrons of atmospheic oni-
cm-3 and were assumed to have been accelerated by a total gin [from Evans, 19741.
field-aligPed potential differenmce of 2 kV located at 2000 km al-
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spectra near 2 keV clearly separates the accelerated auroral (v)IseC3k] X 106

electrons of magnetospheric origin from the reflected PROTONS A 0.010

lower-energy secondary and backscattered electrons of B 0.022discemed~~_- by a elpril eetr n tmywl e ••%j •0.046
atmospheric origin. This discontinuity could not be D 0.10

discerned by a real particle detector, and it may well be F04
smoothed by plasma wave-particle interactions. Neverthe- G 1.0

less, the calculations reproduce the peak in the auroral H12.2

energy spectra (at 2 keV in this case) and the enhanced 2 ' 4 9
fluxes of precipitating low-energy electrons. Evans found - • + V11 o•sec) x 102

good agreement between his calculations and observations,
thus providing important evidence that auroral arc
electrons are accelerated by field-aligned electric fields.

Later, compelling evidence that auroral electrons are Vj

accelerated by field-aligned electric fields was obtained
from S3-3 satellite observations over the auroral zones at f(vMseC]3/IUXl x 101

-5000-10,000 km altitude. Shelly et al. [1976] observed ELECTRONS A 0.0(346

ionospheric ions streaming upward from the atmosphere, ' 0o0
having been accelerated to energies of -1 keV, and Mizera E 0.22

and Fennell [1977] observed ions having been accelerated -- F 1.
upward along magnetic field lines simultaneously with H 22.

electrons having been accelerated downward along the -- 5 3 + V, •m/sec)x 104

same field lines. Field-aligned electric fields are the only - V

viable explanation so far presented for such observations.
Contour plots of simultaneously measured electron and

ion distributions obtained at 7300 km altitude [Mizera and
Fennell, 1977] are shown in Figure 12. The contours are
drawn in the (vi, v,,) plane, where v, is directed downward "
along B and v, is normal to B. The ion distribution can be v.
seen to be strongly field aligned in the upgoing direction Figure 12. Contour plot in the (vi, vd) plane of simultaneously
and to be peaked near v,, = 600 km/s, which corresponds to measured electron and ion distributions from the S3-3 satellite at
a proton energy of about 2 keV. The electron distribution 7300 kmn altitude and -1845 LT. These distributions indicate that
in the downward direction can be seen to be peaked at v,, = the electrons were accelerated downward by a field-aligned po-
1.8 x 104 km/s (= 1 keV) between the two contours tential difference of-1 kV above the satellite and the ions were
labeled. G. Mizera and Fennell made detailed comparisons accelerated upward by a field-aligned potential difference of -2
between the particle distributions and features expected to kV below the satellite. The dashed ellipse gives the boundary be-

result from acceleration by field-aligned electric fields. tween accelerated magnetospheric electrons and electrons that

They found the distributions to be just what is expected if cannot surmount the parallel potential difference above the satel-

the satellite were located within a region of a field-aligned lite. The dashed hyperbola gives the boundary of the atmosphericthe atelit wee lcatd wthina rgio ofa feldalined loss cone [from Mizera and FenneU!, 1977].

electric field having a total potential difference -2 kV

below the satellite and -1 kV above the satellite. (The
electron distribution is not field aligned near v = 1.8 x W04 Detailed examination of data in the spectrogram reveals
km/s because electrons have become trapped between the a discrete auroral arc (or arcs) just after 27,500 s UT. The
potential barrier above and the magnetic mirror below [see arc is identified by enhanced fluxes of downgoing elec-
Whipple, 1977; Chiu and Schulz, 1978].) trons at -1 keV and enhanced fluxes of field-aligned

The spatial association between discrete auroral arcs, the (surrounding 1800 pitch angle) upgoing ions. Comparison
duskside convection reversal, and the boundary between with the electric potential plot shows that the arc lies very
open and closed magnetic field lines is shown in Figure 13 near the minimum in the potential (i.e., at the duskside
[Lyons and de la Beaujardiere, 1989]. This figure shows convection reversal). Enhanced fluxes of <600-eV elec-
energy-time spectrograms of electrons (0.17-33 keV) and trons lie poleward of the auroral arc. These electrons are
ions (0.09-3.9 keV/unit charge) versus universal time referred to as polar rain [Winningham and Heikkila, 1974].
from the polar orbiting, spinning S3-3 satellite. The They are the high-energy portion of the solar wind electron
particle intensities are given by a grey scale in units of distribution that enters the magnetosphere along open,
differential energy flux. In addition, the figure shows polar cap field lines. Equatorward of the arc, 235-keV elec-
intensity-coded strips for 235-keV electrons and >80-keV trons trapped on closed geomagnetic field lines can be
ions, the electric potential along the satellite trajectory, and identified by the minima at both 00 and 1800. These obser-
the pitch angle of the particles measured as the satellite vations show that the arc ana the convection reversal lie
spins, approximately at the open-closed field line boundary.
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Figure 13. Spectrogram of S3-3 plasma data and plot of electric bottom of the central spectrograms represent the intensities of
potential along satellite trajectory for 27,000 to 28.600 s UT on 235-keV electrons and >80-keV protons, respectively. The pitch
day 280, 1976. The center panels show the energy flux versus angle a of the particles samples is given by the jagged line below
time for 0.2- to 33-keV electrons and for 0.1- to 3.9-keV/q ions. the particle data. Universal time, invariant magnetic latitude,
Energy flux levels are encoded in a grey scale with darker shad- magnetic local time, and satellite altitude are annotated along the
ing representing higher flux. Grey scale bands at the top and the bottom of the figure [from Lyons and de la Beaujardiere, 1989].

Field-Aligned Current-Voltage Relation distribution of particles having charge q, mass m, density
The foregoing discussion shows that discrete auroral n, and thermal energy K,, we obtain the maximum

arcs occur in regions of upward field-aligned currents, upgoing current density to be
where V • E < 0, and that they are formed by electrons
accelerated by field-aligned electric fields. For a number of .. = ,nq(K/ t21rrM)l (5)
years, auroral field lines were viewed as "infinitely
conducting," since there are essentially no collisions above To evaluate J., we use the measurements of Taylor et aL
the conducting portion of the ionosphere. As the collision [1975] and Grebowsky et al. [1976], which show that a
frequency goes to zero, the collisional resistivity [Spitzer, density minimum, referred to as the high-latitude trough,
1962] goes to zero. Thus it was presumed that there could lies in the vicinity of the convection reversal. Within this
be no field-aligned potential difference 0, unless there trough, O+ is the dominant ion and n -109--10 m-3 near
were some sort of additional resistivity. It was proposed 1000 km altitude. Taking these parameters and K,, = 0.172
(Kindel and Kennel, 1971; Papadopoulos and Coffey, eV (20000 K), we obtain from (5) that J=, = 6.5 x 104
1974] that particle interactions with plasma waves driven A/M2 - 6.5 x 10- A/m 2 for upward currents carried by O+
unstable by auroral currents could lead to an anomalous and Ja. = --(1.1 x I0T- A/m2 -1.1 x 10-4 Aim2) for
resistivity. This additional resistivity could then allow for downward currents carried by electrons.
the existence of a significant 0 ,. Field-aligned currents in the auroral zones are often in

However, before appealing to anomalous resistivity, one the range 10-'6 AIm2 to a few times I0 Aim2 [e.g.,
should evaluate the maximum current density that can be Kamide and Rostoker, 1977; Anderson, 1978; and
carried along auroral field lines in the absence of additional references therein]. The downward currents can readily be
resistivity. Field-aligned currents can be carried by supplied by upgoing ionospheric electrons; however, the
ionospheric particles moving up to the magnetosphere and upgoing currents cannot be supplied by ionospheric
by magnetospheric particles precipitating into the particles. We thus must consider the current from
ionosphere. precipitating magnetospheric electrons to account for the

The maximum current that can be supplied by the upward field-aligned currents.
ionospheric plasma is obtained by counting all particles of Magnetospheric particles are affected by the magnetic
a given charge that have a component of velocity upward mirror force, which cause the particles' pitch angle a to
along the magnetic field and neglecting all particles with a vary with the magnetic field strength along a field line so
downward velocity component. For a Maxwellian as to conserve sin2a/B (see Roederer, 1970]. The pitch
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angle of most particles reaches 900 before the particles the field-aligned potential variation. Relation (6) is
reach the top of the atmosphere. Such particles bounce independent of the distribution of the potential along field
back and forth along magnetic field lines between the lines, except for the assumption that no particles that are
points where a = 900 and are trapped in the geomagnetic incident upon the top of the field-aligned potential
field. Particles with sufficiently small pitch angles reach variation attain 900 pitch angle before falling through the
the top of the atmosphere before a reaches 90". Such entire potential variation. This is not a significant restric-
particles are said to be in the loss cone, and they are tion for Cie purposes here.
absorbed into the atmosphere by collisions. Only particles Figure 14 shows J, versus (, as obtained from (6) for n
within the loss cone can contribute to a field-aligned = I cm- 3 and K', = 1 keV and various values of R. Values
current, and auroral emissions result from the collisions of of J, and 0, for other values of n and K,, can easily be
these particles with the atmosphere. obtained using the normalizations indicated along the axes

The loss cone is very small along auroral magnetic field of the figure. The value n = I cm-3 is reasonable for
lines, so that only a small fraction of the magnetospheric auroral field lines, whereas K,, is closer to a few hundred
electrons can contribute to J,. However, a field-aligned electron volts. The potential variation generally occurs
potential difference that accelerates particles toward the between about 5000 and 10,000 km altitude [Gorney et al.,
atmosphere causes the particle v, to increase, which causes 1981], so that R = 30 should be typical. From Figure 14 we
their pitch angle to become more field aligned. This see that J, cannot exceed -5 x l0e A/rn 2 with 0. = 0.
increases the number of particles in the loss cone. Thus the This shows that the upward field-aligned currents
magnitude of J, should increase with 4,. Assuming associated with auroral arcs (which are typically l0e A/M2

magnetospheric electrons have a Maxwellian energy to a few times 10-5 A/m 2) cannot be supplied by the
distribution and an isotropic pitch angle distribution, the collisionless plasma along auroral field lines with 0, = 0.
magnetic mirror force gives a relation between J, and 0, However, these currents can be supplied if 04 - 1-10 kV.
that can be written (Knight, 1973; Lernaire and Scherer, Thus the upward field-aligned currents observed over
1974; Antonova and Tverskoy, 1975]: auroral arcs require the observed values of (D,! No

additional resistivity is required.

J11 = en(Kh12imtm) 1f2R{ -(1 - R-1) We can test the consistency of (6) over auroral arcs by
noting from Figure 14 that J, - 0, for ed/K,, - 3-30 kV.

exp[-e4D/K,,h(R - 1)]} (6) This corresponds to 0, - 1-10 kV, which are typical val-
ues for arcs. From (6) we obtain that for 1 * e41u/K,,, 4CR:

Here R = BIB4,II is the ratio between the magnetic field B,

in the ionosphere and the magnetic field BEDII at the top of J, = K4, (7)

10-4

e! 110

.30

E
- 11 10

e 4h/Kh - (kV) for Kth = 1 keV

Figure 14. The j, versus 4), relation for single-partcle motion obtained from the normalizations given along the axes. Lines cot-
along field lines for a magnetosphernc electron population with responding toj, cc ,* mnd J1 cc 0' and to e K = 1 wnd 10
density n = 1 cmran3 d a thermal ener'gy K,• = 1 keV for various areshown for reference (from Lyons, 198 lb].
values of R = B. /B4, I1. Values for other values of n and gK, can be
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where K = e2n/(2itnK.)"2 . It is difficult to measure the relation between J, and 40, over auroral arcs. However, this
detailed spatial variation of J,, over arcs, but it is relatively by itself does not explain why J,'s over auroral arcs are
easy to measure the variation of the total precipitating sufficiently large that 40, > 0 is required.
electron energy flux e,. We can write EP as the sum of the
energy flux e,, that would be carried by the electrons for Why Field-Aligned Electric Fields Are Required
4)1 = 0 and the amount 'DlJ, gained from the electrons It has been well established from observations that
falling through 4O,. Over arcs, we typically have K, 4 el,,, auroral arcs are associated with changes in the ionospheric
so that epo • 4 0,f, and we may approximate e, by electric fields having V * E < 0, such as occur along the

duskside convection reversal [Frank and Gurnett, 1971;
EP -4UJIi = K4'd (8) Gurnett and Frank, 1973; Swift and Gurnett. 1973;

Maynard et al.. 1977; Heelis et al., 1981; Burke, 1981;
A test of (8) is shown in Figure 15 [from Lyons et al., Temerin et al.. 1981]. To describe why such an electric

1979] using observations of precipitating electrons field structure leads to auroral arcs having 0, > 0, we first
obtained from the Polar 3 rocket [Maynard et al., 1977; idealize the magnetospheric convection reversal as a
Evans et al., 1977]. The rocket was launched toward the discontinuity in the electric field at altitudes above all
north. It flew over a broad auroral arc between about 150 field-aligned potential differences. The solid line in Figure
and 210 km down range and it reentered the atmosphere at 16 illustrates the potential 4) from such a field plotted as a
a distance of about 400 km within a weak arc. The energy function of distance x as mapped to the ionosphere. The
spectra of the electrons were obtained along the rocket electric field is taken to be uniform except for the discon-
trajectory. From these spectra, e. was obtained from tinuity at x; = 0. Given this high-altitude potential distribu-
integrating over energy and 0, was estimated from the tion, we would like to calculate the ionospheric potential
peak in the electron energy spectra. 0ý versus x. as illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 16.

In Figure 15 the solid line gives the measured values of From the requirement for current continuity in the
Sand the dots give K4'II 2. Two values of K were used, the ionosphere, equation (4), we have
higher value (4.7 x 10- J/m2 s kV2) giving a good fit to Ep
before 220 km and the lower value (I x 104 J/m2 s kV2) J* = [ai[ (g i /laxi)] (9)
giving a good fit after 220 km. It is evident from this figure
that relation (8) held throughout the entire flight, except Equation (9) can be used to solve for the ionospheric
near 220 km where n or K,, may have changed. This potential 4'

8(A) for a specified high-altitude potential
relation has also been verified using DE satellite measure- distribution (x.) if J, and 2: are written as a function of
ments over auroras (Weimer et al., 1985, 1987; Lu et al., Ou = (0ý - 40). Equation (6)'gives J, as a function of 4b,.
1991]. These tests demonstrate that (6) correctly gives the Also, can be written as a function of e. (Harel et al.,
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Fiure 15. Precipitating electron energy flux and the functional in the energy spectra of precipitating electrons. Two values of K
form K02 versus horizontal distarce (aproxirately to the were used, theihgher value (4.7 x le0j/m2 a skV2) giving a good
noh) along the Polar 3 rocket [Maynard et al.. 1977; Evans et fit before 220 kin ard the lower value (1 x 10-jms £ kV2) giv-

al., 1977] trajectory. Values of K4b, we shown from 120 kmn to ing a good fit after 220 Ion [from Lyonsat al., 19791.
dhe end of the flight, where 0,'s I kV were inferred from peaks
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The solution to (10) under the boundary conditions that
0i is continuous atx; = 0 and that 0, -* 0 asx. • ± is

01= Ol~p exp(-Ixi Vxw),

where the half width

• ~~~xw = (;-,I/K )1r = (Z.p/e2 N)If• (2irmK• )I/4

and the maximum field-aligned potential difference is

Y4 < 0 0 > cON = (xY/2)(El -E 2).

ASSUMED OUTER BOUNDARY POTENTIAL Taking L =5 mhos, n = 10- m- 3, and K, = 0.2 5 kV,

- - CALCULATED IONOSPHERIC POTENTIAL we obtain xw = 54 km. This is a natural half width for
auroral acceleration regions. Taking E, -E 2 = 0.1 mV/m,

Figure 16. Electric potential as a function of distance as mapped which is typical for the evening convection reversal, we
along magnetic field lines to. the ionosphere. The solid line gives obtain 4).o = 2.5 kV. This analytical result demonstrates
the magnetospheric potential above all field-aligned potential dif- that field-aligned potential differences of a few kilovolts
ferences for a convection reversal idealized as a discontinuity in are necessary for the maintenance of current continuity in
the electric field. The dashed line gives the ionospheric potential the ionosphere in the vicinity of the duskside convection
[from Lyons, 19801. reversal.

While a total width of -100 km is reasonable for regions
19811, which can be written as a function of b, [Lundin of auroral arcs, individual arcs are generally significantly
and Sandahl, 1978]. This allows (9) to be written as a narrower. This is because the high-altitude electric field
second-order differential equation that can readily be distribution is generally significantly more complex than in
solved numerically for '(x,) [see Lyons, 1980, 1981b]. the idealized model just described. However, (9) can also
However, if we let I be constant, use (7), and use the be used to model the more realistic situation, though the
model for 0(xk) shown in Figure 16, (9) can be written as solution must be obtained numerically.
an equation that can be solved analytically: The high-altitude potential distribution inferred as a

function of ionospheric distance from the Polar 3 rocket

d2 I, K data is shown by the jagged, solid line in Figure 17. This
d = +•E, . x] (10) distribution was obtained from subtracting 0,, as obtained

from the peak in the energy spectra of precipitating
electrons, from the electric potential measured along the

Here the high-altitude electric field, as mapped along field rocket trajectory (smooth solid line). The high-altitude
lines to the ionosphere, is E2 for xi > 0 and E, for xi < 0. potential distribution shows a large electric field change

10

.AUDUtATEa Figure 17. Measured ionospheric potential
IOOPHENC from the Polar 3 rocket, inferred and assumed

SAMM• A potential above all field-aligned potential dif-
a PornAL' - ferences, and ionospheric potential calculated

_/ by solving the current continuity equation in
, / the ionosphere., all plotted as a function of

"/ horizontal distance (approximately to the north)
along the rocket trajectory.
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(several hundred millivolts per meter) with V - E < 0 over this acceleration is enhanced in the conducting region
the intense arc and a weaker electric field change with V • within auroras. The enhancement results from increased
E < 0 over the weaker arc to the north, ionospheric densities caused by the auroral particle

Equation (9) was solved numerically by Lyons [1981a] precipitation. Such acceleration has the potential for
for 42)(x5) using the dashed line in Figure 17 for 0(x). The modifying Ip and thus affecting J, and the electrodynamics
calculated ionospheric potential distribution is given by the of auroras.
crosses in the figure, and the results agree with the measure With the neutral winds, and taking Zp to be constant, we
potential to within -0.5 kV. This shows the field-aligned have that
potential differences that accelerate electrons over auroral
arcs can be understood in terms of the magnetospheric Ju = -V.L -p E°E= 7-p [V. • E + B • V x V. ] (12)
electric field distribution, the J, versus 0, relation (6), and
the requirement for current continuity in the ionosphere. As in (4), a negligible V x B term has been dropped from
Also, we know why an electric field reversal having V , E (12). This equation shows the V x V., as well as V.t - E,
< 0 exists along the duskside convection reversal, can drive field-aligned currents.
However, we do not yet understand why complex electric Within discrete auroral arcs the ionospheric electric
field distributions, such as shown in Figure 17, develop in field is significantly less than the ionospheric mapping of
the magnetosphere. the magnetospheric electric field, as can be seen in Figures

16 and 17. This reduces the wind acceleration within such
arcs. Within diffuse auroras, however, 0ii = 0, so that the

4. EFFECTS OF NEUTRAL WINDS IN CONDUCTING magnetospheric electric field maps to the ionosphere
REGION without being reduced. Since ionospheric densities are

significantly enhanced as a result of the electron precipita-
As in the above analysis, auroral electrodynamics is tion within diffuse auroras (though not as much as within

usually studied under the assumption that the neutral wind discrete auroras), acceleration of V. should be particularly
velocity V. within the conducting altitudes of the iono- strong within diffuse auroras. Such acceleration should be
sphere can be neglected. While this neglect is generally strongest on the dawnside where the diffuse auroras are
valid, there are situations where the winds may have most intense and can be very stable.
interesting effects. Lyons and Walherscheid [1985] and Wahterscheid and

The relations between electric fields and currents in the Lyons [1989] have simulated the neutral response to
ionosphere are valid in the frame of reference of the intense postmidnight diffuse auroras and found that winds
neutrals. The electric field in the neutral frame E' is related in the conducting region of the ionosphere could reach up
to the electric field E in the stationary frame by to several hundred meters per second. These strong winds

were referred to as "jet." An example of their results after 2
E°=E+V xB hours of simulated time are shown in Figure 18. The

diffuse aurora was centered at 0 km north-south distance
Assuming that V. is approximately constant with height
over the conducting region (-120-150 kin) of the iono- EASTWAR WM.
sphere (or is an appropriately weighted average value), we
may write the height-integrated Pedersen current as20

I, =I,E Z(-VE+V)xB, (11) ISO
2W

where the electric field drift speed e110

VE (XB')/B 2. ui0

Measurements of V. at the conducting altitudes are
limited; however, modeling results show that wind speeds 1 -- 0---'--
in polar regions should generally be about 100 m/s [e.g.,
Roble et al., 1984]. This speed corresponds to an electric too
field magnitude of 5 mV/m, which is significantly less -15 -12 -0 -03 0 30 60 90 12D 150

than typical auroral electric fields. Such winds may drive NORTH.SOIIT DsTANCIE. km

observable large-scale currents over the polar caps [Lyons Flpre 18. Simulated eastward directed winds along a diffuse
et al., 1985] that are much weaker than auroral currents, aurora having a peak precipitating electron energy flux of 7.6
but winds of this magnitude can generally be neglected in er/cWM S ovea a 50-kmn latitudinal width centered at 0 kim. Re-
(11) when studying auroral electrodynamics. sults shown we after 2 hours of simulated time, and the shaded

However, ionospheric electric fields accelerate neutrals area is where the wind speed exceeded the local sound speed
as a result of collisions between the neutral and ions, and [from Wahterscheid and Lyons, 1989].
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and had a peak precipitating electron energy flux of 7.6 This tutorial has concentrated on the basic processes
ergs/cm2 s. Peak winds can be seen to be 200 m/s at 120 responsible for the arcs and is most directly applicable to
km altitude, increasing to over 600 km/s above 150 km. large-scale, time-stationary, arcs that lie near the boundary
Such winds, if they are found to exist, would be a dramatic
result of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.

Neutral winds accelerated within discrete arcs, while - 0.06 Vr

expected to be less intense than within diffuse auroras, n = 1 cor-3  K• = 0.5 keV n S Ca-
3  K• = 1 key

have the potential for reducing IV.L . ZpE'I and thus .
reducing the intensity of arcs. Assuming uniformity in the " -'. _
east-west direction and letting xz be in the south-to-north 4

direction, (12) becomes 2 *i 1 0 i omin
m" 2

J= xiE d0 a U , (13) 120min 120min 10

120 min
where U is the eastward component of the neutral wind
that is representative of the conducting portion of the 12D n0n
ionosphere. This equation is identical to (9) except for the 1o2:

addition of the neutral wind term. However, the neutral 60 mi

winds increase with time as a result of ion-neutral 20

collisions. Thus (9) describes a feedback between neutral 120 min

winds and auroral arc electrodynamics. 1-2 -- = , 60min"

The wind acceleration depends upon the ionospheric 6o min vE -u. 126 min

electric field and densities and can be written in terms of v -u. 120m/

the height-integrated Pedersen current as [Richmond and : 1o2 0omin\

Matsushita, 1975]:

aUlat =IpB/(pAz), (14) 2D

where p is the neutral density. The quantity Az is the 10-s-"
effective thickness of the conducting portion of the 46 6 min - 12D.°n

-- ~ ~o \ 
-/-6min,

ionosphere defined so that Z, = c.Az, where Or. is a 120 mn 6 _

representative Pedersen conductivity.
Assuming a magnetospheric electric field of the type il-_ _ _" ._.... ... _ -

lustrated in Figure 16 turns on at t = 0 with U = 0, (13) and . min",

(14) were solved numerically by Lyons and Walterscheid 60 min
[19861 for 0(x;) and U(x.) as a function of time. Results are 0 m y -
shown in Figure 19. Notice that U increases approximately 10-2- 0mn7
lineady with time. While such acceleration might be ex- .2 min

pected to reduce I,, and thus the intensity of the arr, the
plots of V,, Jr and c, in Figure 19 show that the intensity of 9'
the arc is reduced very little by the wind acceleration. 10-3 .

The maintenance of the arc intensity is a result of a -100 -80 -80 -40 -20 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0

negative feedback that occurs between the winds and the
arc electrodynamics. As U increases, (a/ax,)Ip d DISTANCE (rme
This decreases J. However, the decrease in J, is associated Figure 19. Numerical solution to the ionospheric current conti-
with a decrease in 4N, which increases the ionospheric nuity equation and the neutral momentum equation for a mag-
electric field. The increase in Io0/aIx) with time can be netospheric potential distribution of the form shown in Figure 16
seen in the upper panels of Figure 19. The increase in the having an electnc field magnitude as mapped to the ionosphere
electric field acts to maintain the intensity of the arc irk t!ho of 0.6 mV/m. Distance is in the ionosphere. and only z• S 0 is
presence of the accelerating neutral winds. This negative shown since results are symmetric about xi = 0. The density and
feedback also keeps the drag on the neutrals by the ions thermal energy of the magnetospheric electron population are dif-

approximately constant as the winds increase, which ferent for the two columns, as indicated at the top if each

enhances the acceleration of the neutrals. column. The top panels show the assumed magnetospheric poten-
tial (solid line) and the calculated ionospheric potentials (dashed
lines) for t = 0, 60, and 120 min following the onset of neutral
wind acceleration. The other panels from top to bottom, respec-

S. SUMMARY tively, show the neutral wind speed (-U is plotted, since the
winds are westward), the electric field drift speed (-Ve), the up-

Discrete auroral arcs result from the existence of a ward field-aligned current density, and the precipitating electron
magnetospheric electric field and a conducting ionosphere, energy flux [from Lyons and Walterscheid, 19861.
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